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Purpose:

This bulletin describes the procedure that is recommended to be followed when cleaning the SC66 cash
box.

Details:

Section 1: Disassembly and cleaning the stacker base

 Open the Cashbox door to gain access to the stacker base assembly.
 Remove the Two Pozi head screws (size P-Z2) that hold the stacker base assembly in place, See fig. 1.
 Push the yellow pressure plate back and slide the stacker base assembly up and out.
 Use compressed air and blow out the cashbox
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 With the stacker base assembly removed, place your finger on the bottom of the stacker plate and pull towards you. See
Fig.2A

 This will expose the stacker plate prism located on the top end of the stackerplate, See Fig.2B. Use a cotton swab to
clean any dirt that that is on this prism. See red arrow.

 If the prism has a noticeable cloudy appearance after cleaning, refer to bulletin F00305 for details on how to replace the
stacker plate.

NOTE: MEI recommends replacing the cash box light pipes on all Cash boxes that have a serial number prior to December
2005. Any date code prior to the example shown below, jump to section 2 on page 3.

                                 48 5 L CC XXXXX

      Fig.2B     Fig.2A
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 Take a cotton swab and clean the light pipes inside the cashbox as shown in Fig. 3 below.
 Clean the tip and surrounding area of the left and right light pipes

Section 2: Removal and installation of the light pipe

 Turn the cashbox over so that the door is facing down and the light pipes are facing up. Using a cotton swab, gently push
down on the light pipes ends until they pop out of their retainers (see red arrows below).

Cash box Light pipes
(Top view looking down from the open door)

Cotton swab cleaning
area

Fig.3
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 Install the new style light pipes by pressing them in with your fingers until they snap into their slots as shown below.
(Inside cashbox view shown).

NOTE: Use caution as to not scratch or damage the light pipes when performing the following steps
The left and right light pipes are different sizes and have different part numbers

 The cashbox stacker base assembly is now ready to be reinstalled by sliding it back along the cashbox rails just as you
did when removing it, following step two of section one.

 Reinstall the Two Pozi head screws that secure the stacker base assembly in place.

NOTE: Before reinstalling the two screws that secure the stacker assembly inside the cashbox, (see fig.1) it is recommended
to back the screws counter clockwise a quarter turn so that the screws will find their original thread pattern so that no
stripping of the plastic occurs. Make sure the screws are tightened securely in place.

Action:

The new style light pipes can be ordered through AESI free of charge.

Part #s

Left light pipe - 252022085P Qty. 50

Right light pipe - 252020086P Qty. 50

Advanced Electronic Systems Inc. - Las Vegas
2015 Helm Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89119
Phone: 702-597-4840
Toll free: 866-736-AESI (2374)
Fax: 702-597-4837

Advanced Electronic Systems Inc. - New Jersey
Egg Harbor TWP, NJ 08234
Phone: 609-813-2393
Fax: 609-813-2395


